
A2 is a furniture and interior detail brand from Småland, Sweden. Our collection is contemporary with creative 
and distinct objects for public and private spaces.

We cherish the Scandinavian furniture tradition with a genuine and local production. At the same time we love 
to surprise with bold combinations of design details, functionality and carefully chosen materials. The result is 
long-lasting high quality products with a strong identity.

During Stockholm Design Week 2023 we show our news; Hub desk, Beam high cabinet, Little pal pouf, Keep 
high storage and Echo wall mirror. We also launch our classic Collect 2010 in new colour light grey, Mind desk 
in black stained oak, Hug flower pot in black Tärnsjö leather and Big Move trolley with bottom shelf in black 
stained oak.

Visit us in C 07:30 at Stockholm Furniture Fair to explore our collection.

Pictures are available at www.a2designers.se, see download section.

Follow us @a2designers on Instagram and please use #a2designers for posts. 

For more information visit www.a2designers.se or contact Sara Larsson, +46 (0)70 662 11 60, sara@a2designers.se.
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HUB / DESK
Hub is a small and compact desk for the home. The expression and shape 
are graphic and create a discreet workplace for the home. 

Hub has a shelf part for storage, the shelf can be turned inwards or out-
wards.

MATERIALS  solid oak, oak veneer
COLOURS  black stained oak and white oiled oak 
DIMENSIONS  W 100 x D 43 x H 73 cm 

BEAM / HIGH CABINET

The Beam cabinet has a modern yet classic and timeless design. Both 
the front and the sides of the cabinet have a milled pattern of thin 
grooves, which gives the cabinet a very detailed character. 

The components of the cabinet are available in different materials and 
colours, which makes Beam a bit of a chameleon in its expression and 
function.  

Beam high cabinet is a new addition to the Beam Family.

MATERIALS  oak, oak veneer, painted wood and MDF and marble     
COLOURS  white and light grey
TOPS  white, light grey and carrara marble 
FRAME/BASE  white, light grey, oiled oak and white oiled oak
DIMENSIONS WITH FRAME  W 80 x D 35 x H 135 cm      
DIMENSIONS WITH BASE  W 80 x D 35 x H 90 cm  

Little pal is a pouf with charachter and a bold identity. It comes in 
many versions; with or without feet balls and in one fabric or a mix of 
several fabrics. Little pal is simply a friendly pouf with a strong expres-
sion - a little pal.

MATERIAL  plywood, solid wood, polyether foam and fabric        
FABRICS  upon request
DIMENSION  Ø 49 x H 40 cm    
DIMENSION WITH FEET BALLS  Ø 49 x H 47 cm    

LITTLE PAL / POUF



Echo mirror gives an echo of its reflection. It is a mirror with a clean 
geometric shape, beautiful in its simplicity. As a contrast to the frame a 
piece of leather creates a small detail.

Echo wall mirror is a smaller version of the original Echo mirror

MATERIAL  painted MDF, mirror glass and Tärnsjö leather      
COLOURS  white and black
DIMENSIONS  W 43 x D 3 x H 63 cm    

KEEP / HIGH STORAGE
Keep high storage is a follow up to the original Keep storage with 
frame. Keep high storage is a bit higher, has more drawers and a base.

Fine details in oak create a nice design as well as grips for opening the 
drawers. Keep is a timeless furniture to keep for a long time.

MATERIALS  oak veneer and painted MDF
COLOURS  white
DETAILS  oiled oak and white oiled oak     
DIMENSIONS  W 95 x D 40 x H 98 cm  

UPDATES: COLLECT 2010 CABINET, MIND DESK, HUG FLOWER POT & BIG MOVE TROLLEY

ECHO / WALL MIRROR
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LAUNCHED UPDATES:
Collect 2010 in new colour light grey
Mind desk in black stained oak
Hug flower pot in black Tärnsjö leather
Big Move trolley with bottom shelf in black stained oak.


